Don't give up

Listen, I know it's not fair to you, I know I'm not fair to you, your not real to me I'm not real to you, but all we do is push each other away from reality. Now don't hesitate or take a break from running away. They tease you, they hurt you, they don't know you, yeah the real you. Don't let the haters bring you down from what you left behind. Don't give up now it's not the time to stop, now it's not the time to give up, (you're the bigger person today) x2.
Verse 2

so now (don't you know x2) That what your fighting for is what your challenged for x2
Now let's put it this way you need a burn them up you needa keep them down you needa push them up and you achieved —
Now don't forget x2 to never give uppp —
So we can't cheat, we must understand the problem. We need to keep trying.

Let's try again.

The problem is not solved yet.

We need to keep trying.

We need to keep trying forever.

I think we don't need to divide.

Because we can't divide.

Let's divide.

Let's divide forever.